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Sales Cycle

Win

Prospect

Target

Lead

• Qualify Lead
• Generate Curiosity
• Identify need
• Go/No go
• Gather Requirements
• Submit Proposal
• Justify Value (ROI)
• Negotiate Contracts
• Win

Name a few activities or attributes in this process 
Think factors in a model that predicts success



Initial State



Discussion Points

• Subject Matter Expertise and Data

– Both required to define the (network) model

• Scenario Analyses: What-if …

– Specify parameter values to assess impact on outcome

• Root cause analysis: Why did I win or lose?

– Set input and outcome values to assess cause of 

outcome

• Prescriptive Analytics – Actionable insights

– The model supports decisions regarding the allocation 

of resources; assignments and activities (e.g. training)



What if … we did not assess competition?



Why did we lose?

Note: Sales score appears too sensitive to its inputs; the model needs refining.



I. Motivation for Bayesian Networks

• Decisions in the face of uncertainty

• Causality; root cause analysis

• Resource allocation; what-if 

scenarios

• Incorporating subject matter 

knowledge

• Accounting for possible 

events that have never happened 



II. Graphing terms and definitions

A Bayesian Network (BN) is a 
directed acyclic graph (DAG) 
comprised of 

nodes, ,, representing 
random variables, and 

arcs,            , representing 
probabilistic dependencies[1]. 

BNs help define, using 
visualization, the dependencies 
in a complex system or 
network.

BN definition



II. Graphing terms and definitions

Node Relationships
B and C are children of A and 
parents of D. They are 
neighbors to each other.

A, B and C are the ancestors of 
D. B, C, D, E and F are all 
descendants of A.

Arcs
The arcs leaving A are 
diverging connectors. A is a 
common cause to B and C.

The arcs entering D are 
converging connectors and D is 
a common effect of B and C.



III. Fundamental Concepts

Conditional Independency 

and Directed Separation



III. Fundamental Concepts

(In)Dependency Maps



III. Fundamental Concepts
Markov Property of BNs



III. Fundamental Concepts

Probability 
Distributions



III. Fundamental Concepts

Two steps

1. Structure Learning: If the structure of the network is not 
manually defined by Subject Matter Experts (SME) and prior 
information (e.g. from a CRM system), then a learning 
algorithm is used. Three categories are constraint-based, 
score, and hybrid. Involve search algorithms and 
independence tests.

2. Parameter Learning: Parameter estimation of the global 
distribution by estimating the local distributions identified in 
the structure defined in step 1. Uses Markov property 
introduced earlier.

Fitting a BN (aka learning)



Prior
Beliefs

III. Fundamental Concepts

1. In BNs, inference is known as probabilistic 
reasoning or belief updating.

2. Based on estimating the global posterior 
probability distribution P(X) in the 
presence of new evidence, E, given the 
BN’s structure, G, and its parameters, Θ; 
i.e. P(X|E, G, Θ).

a. Hard evidence is the realized values of 
one or more random variables (X)

b. Soft (Uncertain) evidence is a change in 
one or more local distributions (Θ)

Statistical Inference

Data


